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INTRODUCTION 

 
     Combination of unique properties made ferrous 
and ferric ions the most widely used reagents for 
wastewater treatment [1].  
      Ferrous ions can be added as ferrous salt 
(basically as ferrous sulfate hephtahydrate), or 
produced by electrocoagulation [2] and peroxi-
coagulation [3] processes. A production of ferrous 
ion by electrocoagulation and peroxi-coagulation 
has advantages over the reagent method, because 
byproducts of these processes take place in 
additional reactions of transformation and removal 
of admixtures [2,3].  
     The novel method for producing ferro-ferric ions 
is galvanochemical (galvanocoagulation [4]) 
process, which based on using carbon steel’s oxygen 
corrosion. The galvanochemical process in 
comparison with electrocoagulation and peroxi-
coagulation doesn’ t require external DC power and 
use of full value steel sheets. Equipment for this 
process contains a horizontal revolving cylinder 
with corroding material. This cylinder has inside 
mixing ribs, which are arranged so-called 
"waterfall " mixing pattern. For acceleration of 
oxygen reduction, which is linked to iron ionization, 
some neutral materials such as coke, titanium or 
stainless steel may be added to the galvanochemical 
system.    
     Kinetics of the steel corrosion, along with its 
sequence of the hydroxides forming, governs the 
process of waste water decontamination in its base. 
The main goal of this work was to create 
mathematical models of the above-mentioned 
processes (steel corrosion and hydroxides 
formation) and investigate their behavior.   

 
EXPERIMENTAL 

 
     Experiments were performed on a laboratory 
model and in more detail with approach to results 
calculation described in [5, 6]. All calculations were 
performed by using Microsoft Off ice Excel 
software.  
 

RESULTS   AND   DISCUSSION 

 

     Historically, mathematical models, which 
described rates of iron corrosion and ferric–ferrous 
hydroxides accumulation, were built i n form of 
logarithm linear equations [5,6].  
      
      Ln
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0  + SUM (Ax*Ln Fx)                      (1) 

 � � � � � � �
– parameter of galvanochemical 

process (corrosion rate or hydroxides accumulation 
rate); Fx – experimental factors; A – constant. 
      These models can take in account some 
nonlinear properties of systems and therefore have 
advantages in comparison with linear and 
exponential data fits provided by Excel. By using 
Inductive Regressive Analysis significance of the 
experimental parameters and sensiti vity of the 
models were found [6]. 
      Several parameters increased processes rate, 
some declined one. In this case we can expect 
extremums in our system. But all li near models by 
their nature can’ t give information about 
extremums.  
      Extremums of galvanochemical process were 
studied by the using second order mathematical 
model [7]: 
 � 	 


0 + (A i*Fx + A j*Fx
2)                            (2) 

 
      These sort of mathematical models were 
undergoes Inductive Regressive Analysis too. 
     Statistical parameters and factors significance of 
models (2) were close to data of logarithm linear 
equations of model (1). On the base of these 
mathematical models data parameters were 
calculated and compared with experimental data. 
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